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ABSTRACT

Performance accuracy for detecting and localizing small nodules on liver CT images depends on whether an observer
is required to fmd dark nodules or bright nodules on those images. We investigated these asymmetric polarity effects
using simulated nodules of varying sizes placed on spiral CT scans of clinical patients acquired with int.raveneous
contrast material, which made blood vessels appear brighter than liver background on the displayed CT images. A
concurrent analysis of each observer's detection-rating and scored-localization tht12 estimated separate perceptual
effects for the nodules of different sizes, and for locations of the dark or bright hepatic findings that observers regarded
as most suspicious on the CT images. The results were consistent with equal visibility for dark and bright nodules
of identical size and CT-contrast, and a linear increase in visibility with nodule signal-to-noise ratio for a non-
prewhitening matched-filter calculation (NPW-SNR). The substantial lower accuracy for detecting and localizing the
bright nodules, compared to the dark nodules, was a polarity effect apparently produced by the non-stationary liver
CT backgrounds—i.e., the presence of stronger confusing signals from the bright hepatic findings on these (contrast-
enhanced) CT images than from the dark hepatic findings.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Several previous investigators35 have distinguished between a signal's visibility at a specified image location and
its effective detectablity, when randomly located within some area of interest. Physical measurements of "signal
strength" typically use filter calculations that assume a known location for the possible signal on an image
background of stationary noise. Such calculations may be used to predict signal visibility, as measured by an
observer's ability to determine whether or not that signal is present at some known location on the imagefr8
Although uncertainty about signal location always reduces the statistical ability to determine whether a signal is
actually present,9'1° measured differences in local visibility might still be able to predict differences in effective
signal detectability for signals that are randomly located within stationary noise backgrounds. 113 This need not
be true for the diagnostic medical images of patients in clinical applications. Such images usually present complex
and non-stationary anatomical backgrounds that often include many visible features from normal structures in the
patient. Depending on these image characteristics, uncertainty about signal location can produce large differences in
effective detectability for signals that are equally visible in specified image locations.

One illustration of such a phenomenon is a substantial signal-polarity effect that occurs when observers are asked to
find either bright or dark simulated nodules at unknown hepatic locations in liver CT images—an effect that reverses
in its direction, depending on whether the CT images are acquired with or without the use of intraveneous contrast
material. An object's visibility at a known background location seems to be unaltered by its polarity (dark vs.
bright), given an appropriate gray scale display of image contrast. Our experiments have found that dark and bright
objects displayed with equal relative contrasts are also equally visible at specified image locations, both within
uniform-noise backgrounds14'15 and within clinical liver CT images.16 But observers had much greater difficulty
in finding simulated dark nodules than bright nodules of equal HU contrast placed at random hepatic locations in liver
CT images acquired without using intraveneous contrast material.4 This signal-polarity effect presumably occurred
because those "unenhanced" liver CT images contain many visible dark hepatic blood vessels that may be confused
with the dark nodules, but are not confused with bright nodules. That explanation was supported by the results from
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a recent study5 using liver CT images acquired by scanning patients with intraveneous contrast material—which
made the normal hepatic blood vessels appear brighter than the liver background on displayed images. The nodule-
polarity effect was reversed in that study; observers were able to find the dark simulated nodules more accurately than
they were the bright nodules.

This present study continued to investigate these signal-polarity effects, using liver CT images that were contrast-
enhanced so that dark nodules are considerably easier to find than bright nodules. The experiment measured
observers' ability both to detect and to localize either bright or dark simulated nodules of varying sizes that were
superimposed on these contrast-enhanced liver CT images. The analysis applied a recently developed theoretical
model and maximum-likelihood statistical procedure2 to obtain estimates of "perceptual signal-strength" for the
bright or dark nodules of each size, as measured relative to that of the "maximally suspicious" bright or dark normal
hepatic fmding on the Cl' image. We tested: a) whether these observer-performance estimates would be linear
functions of a physical "signal-strength" index calculated for the simulated nodules of each size, and b) whether those
linear relations would have identical slopes for the nodule signals of both polarities. Using these fitted linear
relations to rescale the mean perceptual estimates in units of the physical index, we then estimated separate
distributions ofperceived strength for the different hepatic findings that observers tended to confuse with bright-
nodule signals or with dark-nodule signals. Those estimated distributions predict how detection and localization of
both bright and dark nodules in these liver CT images varies with their physical signal strength.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1 Liver CT images

The 80 contrast-enhanced liver CT images used in this experiment were the same as those studied in our previous
reading experiment.5 These spiral CT images were single slices that uniformly sampled the liver volumes on
abdominal CT scans of patients who had no clinical or imaging evidence of hepatic disease. The examinations were
performed using a continuously rotating spiral scanner (Somatom Plus, Siemens Medical Systems) with the
following parameters: 24—32 sec. exposure, 120 kVp, 165—250 mA, 10 mm slice thickness, 1408 projections and
180° linear interpolation algorithm for reconstruction. The contrast material was diatrizoate and iohexol, with iodine
concentrations of 300 and 240 mgI/mi and volumes of 100—150 ml (24—45 gm of iodine), used at an injection rate of
3 mi/sec with a 60-sec delay between the start of injection and the initiation of scanning.

The images were displayed and viewed on a 19-in bit-mapped gray scale monitor with 256 gray levels and 1152 x
900 pixels, connected to a Sun Microsystems SPARC 2 workstation. The CT display window for these images was
400 HU wide, and centered at 50 HU (display gray-level of 128). The monitor's 0.19 mm pixel size represented 0.6
mm, as measured in the patient, and an entire 512 x 512 CT image measured 15.2 x 15.2 cm on the visual display.
The detailed luminance characteristics ofthis monitor have been previously described;17 it was calibrated to map the
gray-level pixel values into linear increments of display log-luminance from 1 to 60 cd/m2 (dynamic range of 1.6 log
units). The CT images were viewed in a dimly illuminated room with indirect and controlled incandescent lighting,
set at a level just bright enough to permit the reading of typewritten text. The observers had no restrictions on either
their image viewing times or their viewing distances.

2.2 Simulated nodules

The simulated nodules were produced from the five cross-sectional profiles shown in Fig. 1. These profiles were
spiral-CT projections of uniform-density (40 HU) spherical objects ranging in size from 5.6 mm to 8.0 mm in
diameter within a reconstructed 10 mm CT slice. As the object increases in size, these profiles increase both in
amplitude and in extent. The peak amplitude of each profile is considerably below the nominal density value of 40
HU, because of the small object's partial-volume within a 10-mm CT slice and its blurring on the image. This
image blurring is a combined effect of the scanner's limited resolution in the image plane and spiral motion along
the axis of scanning.

To measure the "signal strength" for simulated nodules of different sizes, we calculated a umdimensional physical
index that can characterize an object (whose profile has an arbitrary amplitude and extent) when it is superimposed on
an image background of uniform noise. This was the signal-to-noise ratio for a non-prewhitening matched-filter
calculation (NPW-SNR) at a specified location, defined (for each signal profile) as the absolute difference in its two
expected values (conditional on signal presence or absence) divided by its standard deviation. Values for this NPW-
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SNR index were estimated from realized calculations performed on images that had been reconstructed from spiral CT
scans of a water phantom (28 cm diameter), obtained with the same techniques used for our clinical liver images.
Figure 1 shows the values of NPW-SNR calculated using the profiles of these five different object sizes. This
NPW-SNR index yields the same signal strength for a specified profile of known polarity, whether its has been
superimposed on the image pixel values with a positive or a negative contrast. This means that known-polarity
nodules of a given size are presumed to have an identical "signal strength," whether they are brighter or darker than
the CT liver background.

A single nodule was superimposed on each liver CT image by either adding (bright nodules) or subtracting (dark
nodules) its profile HU values at a randomly chosen intrahepatic location on the realized CT image. The selected
locations were all constrained to ensure that a nodule's profile did not extend beyond the liver parenchyma or overlap
with any pre-existing hepatic structure. Bright nodules and dark nodules were produced in separate sets of CT
images. Each set included all 80 different CT images, 40 images without nodules and 40 images with solitary
nodules ofa single polarity (8 of each nodule size). Two complementary image-sets (A and B) were produced for
both the bright and dark nodules. The 40 individual images without nodules in Set A were the images that contained
nodules within Set B (and vice versa)—so that all 80 different images were presented exactly once with and once
without a simulated nodule when Sets A and B were combined for each nodule polarity.

2.3 Reading procedures

The five readers (2 radiologists, 3 non-radiologists) were all experienced perceptual observers who were familiar with
CT images of the liver. Observers knew the polarity of the simulated nodules within each image set, and the fact
that half of those CT images would contain such a nodule. On each individual image, an observer was asked to find
and identify the most likely intrahepatic location for a possible nodule of the specified polarity, using a mouse to
place a crosshair at that position on the displayed CT image. The observer then judged whether or not that selected
"first-choice" location was actually the site of a simulated nodule, and gave a confidence rating (Low, Medium or
High) for that "Yes" or "No" judgment. An entire set of 80 images was always completed in a single reading
session (30—60 minutes) and no more than two sessions were performed each week. After completing all four
different sets of images (Dark A, B; Bright A, B), each observer reread all four sets a second time to measure the
stability of performance.

3. ANALYSIS OF OBSERVER PERFORMANCE

3.1 The measurement model

Analysis of observer performance in this experiment applied the extension of a recently developed model2 that
considered two types of data: a) an observer's ratings of nodule likelihood for the liver CT images and b) whether or
not the nodule's location had been correctly identified on each image that contained a nodule. This theoretical model
for performance assumes that an observer's rating and first-choice of image location are both determined by the
"maximally suspicious" hepatic finding, i.e., the one that most closely resembles the expected nodule. The model
also assumes that a superimposed nodule does not affect the "most suspicious" pre-existing hepatic finding, and that
a nodule gets localized correctly if and only if regarded as being the maximally suspicious finding on that liver CT
image.

The extended parametric model for performance measurement used normal distributions with different parameters to
represent the different perceptual effects: a) from the specific hepatic locations occupied by superimposed nodules of
each size, and b) from that pre-existing hepatic finding on each CT image regarded as the most-suspicious
hypothetical nodule. Size differences in the simulated nodules (S1. i = 1,...,5) were presumed to change the mean
value of perceived nodule strength (d*) without changing the distribution's standard deviation (a 1.0, which fixed
the perceptual unit of measurement). The most suspicious pre-existing finding that an observer encountered in
searching the liver for a (specified-polarity) nodule was assumed to have a normal distribution with zero mean (d1*
o for i =0) and standard deviation 4across different CT images. In this model, d1* <0 simply represents a signal
whose mean perceived-strength is lower than that of the most-suspicious pre-existing finding, which implies that the
signal will be correctly localized (the "maximally suspicious location) on fewer than 50% of its images.

The model assumed that an observer used five ordinal cutoff-values (Zj,j= 1,..., 5) to map the maximum perceptual
variable on each CT image into one of the six rating categories (C,j = 0,...,5), as ordered by an increasing nodule-
likelihood (i.e., No-high, No-medium, No-low, Y-low, Yes-medium, Yes-high). When the CT image contained no
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nodule, the rating had to be determined by the realized value of the most suspicious hepatic finding on the nonnal
CT image. Then the probability of assigning a non-nodule image to rating category C,was given by this model as:

po,j = b(Z+i I o.*)_cD(Z I a*), for] = O,...,5, (1)

where Z0 -oo, Z6 +, cb(Z) =$ and 0(x) = exp(—x2/2).

For CT images containing a nodule of strength S, the assigned rating was assumed to be determined by the
maximum of two realized-sample values, one from the nodule's location and one from that of the most-suspicious
pre-existing finding. A rating judgment would be combined with a correct localization (CL) of the nodule only if the
nodule-sample had produced the maximum value; otherwise that rating would be combined with an incoffect
localization (IL). The model specified these two joint probabilities, for the respective correct and incorrect
localizations assigned to rating category C3 (j = 0 5) on images containing a single nodule of size S, as:

Pi,j (1) = fZJ+i
—d )cb(x I cy*)dx (2)

pi,j () = (1 1 a*)fZJ+1
a*)(x _ d7 ) . (3)

When cumulated from highest to lowest rating categories, these probabilities specify the realized values of operating
points on the detection ROC curves and Localization-Response (LROC) curves for the CT images with
superimposed nodules of all five sizes (Se). The cumulated probabilities from Eq. 1 provide values for the false-
positive rate at each rating criterion. Corresponding joint-probabilities on the ordinate of each LROC curve are
given by the cumulated values of Eq. 2 for each S; true-positive rates on the ordinate of each detection ROC curve
are given by the summing the cumulated values of both Eqs. 2 and 3 for each S. When Eq. 2 is cumulated across
all the six rating categories it specifies p1(CL), the overall probability of a correct localization choice on all images
containing the nodules of size S. Equations 1—3 also specify five operating points on the separate ROC curves
defined for each of the S x 4 = 20separate tasks of discriminating between liver CT images that contain nodules of
two different specified sizes.

3.2 Parameter estimation and data analysis

This measurement model uses 1 1 free parameters (o' ,5 d1* and 5 Zj) to specify a total of 60 unconstrained category
probabilities for each set of multinomial-frequency data, which gives 49 degrees of freedom for parameter estimation.
The maximum likelihood estimation procedure extended to the case of S (i � 1) a fitting method previously
developed for the simpler model that used only a single normal distribution (mean =d*) represent all signal
locations.2 For each observer's two separate replications of the experiment, the analysis of data combined image sets
A and B within both the bright-nodule and dark-nodule tasks. Each combined set of data had ratings for 160 CT
images, 80 different images without nodules and 80 different images with simulated nodules (16 for each of 5 nodule
sizes).

For each nodule size (Se), these image ratings were subdivided within rating categories into the separate frequencies
for correct and incorrect localizations of the nodules on their CT images. A localization choice was scored as correct
if the nodule's reported position fell within a radius of eight image pixels (about 5.0 mm in the patient) of the
profile's center on the CT image, and was otherwise scored as an incorrect localization. That same distance criterion,
developed in our previous study,5 was applied for all nodule sizes. [In that previous study, the fractions of correctly
localized nodules were found to increase rapidly as the distance criterion relaxed up to 6—8 pixels, but only very
gradually when that criterion was further relaxed beyond 8 pixels.]

Table 1 shows an example of the combined rating frequency data (Sets A and B) obtained from a radiologist observer
in one dark-nodule condition, together with the maximum-likelihood estimates of the model's parameters for this set
of multinomial frequencies. Notice that the estimated d* has a negative value for the smallest nodule size, which
simply means that p(CL) <0.50—i.e., the estimated localization accuracy is less than 50%—for CT images that
contained those 5.6-mm dark nodules. The model was fitted to the categorical frequency data like these (combined
Sets A and B) from each observer's two separate replications of both the dark-nodule and bright-nodule tasks.
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Search for Dark Hepatic Nodules on CT Images
Nodule Size in mmQk 5 LQ

Ri 0.50 -0.29 0.43 0.42 1.13 2.28
R2 0.50 -0.47 0.46 0.47 0.63 1.54

NR1 0.52 -0.33 0.44 0.34 0.86 0.80
NR2 0.46 -0.24 0.31 0.56 0.86 1.16

0.56 Q2 Q L21
Mean 0.51 -0.32 0.43 0.50 0.92 1.54
S.D. 0.09 0.07 0.14 0.20 0.59

0.49 -1.31 -0.79 -0.12 -0.49 0.65
0.64 -1.22 -0.93 0.00 -0.25 0.49
0.62 -1.37 -0.05 0.04 -0.08 0.30
0.53 -1.42 -1.32 -0.65 -0.60 0.09
Q2 Q2 2 Q L
0.57 -1.24 -0.59 -0.14 -0.16 0.63

0.21 0.62 0.29 0.47 0.60

Table 1
Example of Rating Frequency Data and the Model's Estimated Parameters

(for Observer Ri, Dark Nodules, Replication 2)

No CT
Size of Nodule on CT Image

5.6 mm 6.0 mm 6.6 mm 7.0 mm
Nodule CL I CL I CL I CL I

26 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0
10 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 2
20 0 2 0 3 1 1 1 1
10 0 4 1 0 1 0 0 0
4 2 1 1 0 3 1 1 1

JQ aQ i 21 .1Q
80 5 11 10 6 12 4 12 4

0.00 -0.32 0.57 0.70 0.91

Rating 8.0 mm Cutoff

Category CL IL FLZj
NoHigh 0 0
No Med. 0 0 -0.27
No Low 0 0 -0.07
Yes Low 0 0 0.27
Yes Med. 0 0 0.48
Yes High j Q 0.69

Totals 16 0
estdk 2.31
esta* 0.55 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There were no systematic changes in the estimates of d*, *orp(CL) between the two replications of the
experiment. Table 2 presents estimates for the five individual observers and the observer mean values, averaged
across both replications; these are arithmetic means for estimates of d* and geometric means for estimates of a" (a
standard-deviation ratio). Figure 2 plots the observer-mean estimates of d* for dark and bright nodules of each size in
each separate replication, as a function of their calculated NPW-SNR index of physical signal strength.

As seen in Fig. 2, the observer-mean values of d* are linear functions of the NPW-SNR index, and those linear
functions have identical slopes for both nodule-polarity tasks. As expected from our previous studies, observers were
able to find the dark hepatic nodules in these contrast-enhanced CT images considerably better than the bright
nodules. This large polarity effect could be described as a simple shift in the linear function relating the nodule's
estimated "perceptual strength" (d*) to the NPW-SNR index of its "physical strength" on the CT image. Because
this linear function had the same slope for both bright-nodule and dark-nodules tasks, the specific nodule polarity did
not alter observers' perceptual sensitivity to the differences in nodule size, as measured by changes in estimated d
relative to physical changes in the NPW-SNR index across those five nodule sizes. This means that all the nodule-
polarity effects can be attributed to suspicious characteristics of the pre-existing hepatic findings that observers
encountered when searching these liver CT images, rather than to visibility differences between the bright and dark
nodules (whose HU-contrasts differed only in sign). The most suspicious of these bright hepatic findings looked
more like actual nodular lesions than did the most suspicious dark hepatic findings.

Table 2
Mean Estimates of d* for Each Nodule Size and Values of o for Radiologist (R) and Non-Radiologist (NR)

Observers in the Dark-Nodule and Bright-Nodule Tasks

__________________________________ Search for Bright Hepatic Nodules on CT Images
NMii1 i7 in mm
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The linear functions fitted to the mean estimates of d* jy Fig. 2 can be used to rescale estimates of the model's
assumed perceptual distributions in units of the NPW-SNR index of physical signal strength. This rescaling
effectively compresses the model's mean estimates of the ten free parameters for d* (5 for each nodule polarity) into
only three values, a single fitted linear slope (b = . 1415) and two fitted intercept values for NPW-SNR (SNR - and
SNR+) where the dark and bright nodules each had d* Figure 3 shows these resealed estimates of the model's
perceptual distributions: a) for hepatic locations containing the nodules of the five different sizes, and b) for the two
separate distributions of "maximally-suspicious" dark and bright hepatic findings on these liver CT images. Because
the two linear functions in Fig. 2 have a common slope, both nodule polarities can be rescaled to have the same five
perceptual disiributions in Fig. 3, with mean values determined by the NPW-SNR index for each nodule size and a
common standard deviation of 1/b= 7.1. The separate perceptual distributions inferred for the "maximally-
suspicious" dark and bright hepatic findings had respective means of SNR- =11.6 and SNR+ = 18.2; their standard
deviations were rescaled values of the geometric means presented in Table 2, aSNR o'-/b =3.6 and aSNR+
a"+/b = 4.0.

Figure 3 pmvides a straightforward interpretation of the nodule-polarity effect found with these contrast-enhanced CT
images of the liver. Although the dark and bright nodules of each size are represented as being equally visible,
observers had to discriminate them from quite different types of suspicious hepatic findings when searching the entire
liver CT background. For a dark or bright nodule to be found and identified, its perceived effect had to exceed that of
the most suspicious alternative hepatic finding. In these contrast-enhanced liver CT images, our model estimates
that the most-suspicious bright hepatic finding had an average strength of 18.2 on the NPW-SNR scale, whereas the
most-suspicious dark hepatic finding had an average strength of only 1 1.6. (Both types of suspicious hepatic
findings had much smaller standard deviations than the distributions for each nodule size.) Figure 3 shows that a
sample from any one of the nodule-size distributions was much more likely to exceed a realized sample drawn from
the distribution of most-suspicious dark hepatic findings—and hence more likely to be correctly localized as a dark
nodule—than to exceed one drawn from the distribution of most-suspicious bright hepatic fmdings.

The estimated distributions shown in Fig. 3 also specify the two psychometric functions that plot the mean observer
localization accuracy as a function of NPW-SNR for both the dark-nodule and bright-nodule tasks. For these
assumed-normal disiributions of perceptual effects, the model specified the function PSNR(CL) by 1([18.2-
SNR]t4[(4.0)2+(7.l)2]) for dark nodules and by 'Z7([l l.6-SNR]fsl[(3.6)2+(7.1)2}) for bright nodules, where D(x) is the
normal distribution function defined in Eq. 1. These two predicted psychometric functions are shown as continuous
curves in Fig. 4, plotted together with the mean fractions of correctly localized bright and dark nodule of each size in
the two experimental replications. The data points in Fig. 4 are rather variable because they represent different
samples of only 16 individual CT images for the nodules of any given size, but the observer mean values were quite
stable across the two replications.

5. Conclusions

We investigated the strong polarity effects in detection performance with liver CT images; for spiral CT images
acquired with standard clinical contrast-enhancement techniques, dark hepatic nodules are detected and localized much
more accurately than bright nodules. Our analysis describes detection and localization performance when observers
are required to search images for visual signals that may vary in strength. The observer experiment manipulated the
sizes of simulated hepatic nodules in these liver CT images, and measured each nodule's physical strength by the
NPR-SNR calculation for its superimposed profile. Separate analyses of observer performance for bright and dark
nodules estimated the same linear increases in nodule perceptual strength with NPW-SNR for both nodule polarities.
But an asymmetric polarity effect was measured when observers had to evaluate normal hepatic structures on these
CT images as possible nodules of each polarity. The most suspicious bright hepatic findings had much higher mean
perceptual strength than did the most suspicious dark hepatic findings. These results are consistent with the
hypothesis that bright and dark nodules are equivalent in visibility, but bright nodules are simply more difficult to
discriminate from normal hepatic findings in these CT images—in particular, from the bright hepatic blood vessels.
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Fig. 1 Contrast Profiles for Simulated Nodules of the Five Different Sizes. The profile for a nodule of each spherical
diameter plots the changes in CT pixel values (in HU) produced when that nodule is superimposed on a CT image, as a
function of the cross-sectional distance (mm) measured from its center in the patient. The value of NPW-SNR for each
profile is an index of signal strength on the physical CT image for a simulated nodule of the given size (see text).

10

NPW-SNR Index of Signal Strength
Fig. 2 Mean d' forBright and Dark Nodules as a Function of their NPW-SNR Index. Each data point is the mean
estimate of d* from five observers in either Replication 1 (squares) or Replication 2 (triangles); open and solid points
distinguish the data for bright-nodule and dark-nodule tasks. Error bars bracket one standard error of each mean
estimate of d", calculated from the interobserver standard deviation (see Table 2). The solid and broken lines show the
separate linear fits obtained for dark-nodule and bright-nodule data.
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Contrast Profiles for Simulated Nodules on CT Images
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0 10 20 30 40
Strength of Perceptual Variable for Rating and Localization

Scaled in Units of the NPW-SNR Index
Fig. 3 Perceptual Distributions Estimated When Observers Searched for Bright Nodules or for Dark Nodules
on the Liver CT Images. The distributions of measured perceptual effects could be treated as identical for locations
containing either bright and dark nodules of a given size (NPW-SNR). The nodule-polarity effects are interpreted as
a consequence of different perceptual-strength distributions arising from the maximally-suspicious bright or dark
hepatic fmding on each CT image. The model assumes a nodule gets detected and correctly localizedon a CT image
only if its size-strength sample exceeds that of the most suspicious hepatic finding, either bright or dark depending
on the nodule's specified polarity. These scaled distributions in NPW-SNR are specified by five experimental
values: the three linear parameters that summarized the mean data shown in Fig. 2 and the two mean estimates ofo in Table 2.
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Fig 4. Psychometric Functions for Localization Accuracy in Finding Dark and Bright Nodules on Contrast-
Enhanced Liver CT Images. Data points plot the mean fraction of nodules correctly-localized at each NPW-SNR
by five observers in Replication 1 (squares) or Replication 2 (triangles); open and solid points distinguish data
for bright-nodule and dark-nodule tasks (error bars are standard errors on interobserver variation). The solid and
broken curves show the model's psychometric functions predicted from the estimated distributions seen in Fig. 3.
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